
The Prisma is now available in glorious High 
Definition (HD). Simply connect your Prisma 
HD to your domestic HD TV set, a rich, vibrant 
and crisp image is at your control.  Having a 
superb range of magnification levels from 2.5x 
to 100x on a 32” screen and a simple to operate 
feature set including semi-colours, the Prisma 
HD delivers a premium solution for a large 
range of low vision conditions including 
Macular Degeneration, Glaucoma, Cataracts, 
Retinitus Pigmentosa and Diabetic Retino- 
pathy.  Let the Prisma HD assist with your 
freedom to read and write with comfort and 
ease, when and where you want.

school & office work

Reading & writing mail

Reading newspapers,

magazines, books etc.

Hobbies, crosswords

and puzzles 
Reading medicine bottles

Working from home with

and pills

Phone books, schedules, 
bills and TV listing
Looking at family photos

Prisma HD will 
help with:



SPECIFICATION

DISPLAY

MAGNIFICATION RANGE

MODES

WEIGHT

UNIT SIZE

POWER

ILLUMINATION

Uses any TV with a HDMI connection

2.5X to 100X on a 32” TV screen
Magni�cation is dependent on screen size

Full-colour, enhanced Black on White, 
enhanced White on Black and six semi-colours

1.3kg  (2.9 pounds) 

Table: 24 x 41cm   Height: 41cm   Folded height: 9cm

90 - 230Vac with adapter provided

LED illumination.
The direction of illumination can be varied to suit the user

Key Benefits of the Prisma HD

 HD 720p 1280 x 720 50/60 Hz camera resolution
 Connect to any size HDMI TV screen
 Magnifications levels from 2.5x to 100x on a 32” TV 
 Function button features:
   Overview mode
   Freeze image
 Small and compact 
   Ultra lightweight unit at 1.3kg (3 pounds)
   Small footprint
   Easy to fold and store
 Crystal clear image in enhanced modes at low            
     magnifications
 Adjustable LED illumination
 Adjustable camera height to increase depth of field
 High quality travel/storage case
 Other related Ash Technologies products;
  Prisma (Manual focus electronic magnifier)
  Prisma AF (Auto-focus electronic magnifier)
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